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Method to quantify the decentration of the multifocal 
intraocular lenses in relation to the visual axis in eyes 
following phacoemulsification

Introduction

Since position and centration have shown to affect the 
effectiveness of multifocal intraocular lenses (MFIOLs), 
some authors have proposed using the “coaxially sighted 
IOL light reflex” (CSILR) as a landmark to allow con-
sistent centration of MFIOLs.¹ Postoperatively, assessing 
the location of the intraocular lens concerning the visu-
al axis is also important. Centration of the MFIOLs can 

be identified postoperatively by slit lamp biomicroscopy, 
but it is still a qualitative method.² The Nidek OPD Scan 
III is an autorefractor, keratometer, pupillometer, corneal 
topographer, and wavefront aberrometer. Among some 
other functions, the instrument obtains retro illumina-
tion images, which allows the observation of the diffrac-
tive rings of the multifocal intraocular lenses implanted 
following phacoemulsification.³ 
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Figure 1. Distance from the center of the pupil in photopic conditions to the visual axis.

Figure 1.  The white cross with blue borders (+) indicates the location of the visual axis, which is described in the legend on the bottom right 
of the picture (Dist: 0.00 to 0°). The distance from the center of the pupil in photopic conditions to the visual axis (PDist: 0.34 to 207° 
is mentioned below.) This means that the visual axis is 0.34 millimeters and 27° from the center of the photopic pupil. Below this 
legend is described the same, but with the pupil in mesopic conditions (PDist: 0.57 to 197°). 
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Methods 

The Nidek OPD Scan III was used. The instrument 
obtains retro-illumination images, which allows the ob-
servation of the diffractive rings of the multifocal intra-
ocular lenses implanted following phacoemulsification. 

The retro-illumination image describes the location 
of the visual axis (white cross with blue borders +), 
the center of the photopic (pink cross) and mesopic 
(turquoise cross) pupil, quantifies the distance between 
the center of the pupil and the visual axis, and places 
the visual axis in degrees (Figure 1). 

 Figure 2a shows the postoperative of an intraocu-
lar lens Panoptix®. The lens seems to be centered with 
the visual axis, but it needs to be corroborated. For this 
purpose, an acetate grid that includes a cross and a cen-
ter circle (Figure 2b) can be used, which is placed on 
the screen of the monitor that shows the image by back-
lighting.

Results 

It is attempted to match the rings of the lens with that 
of the acetate grid. Once the best possible equidistance 
between the lens and grid rings has been achieved, the 
cursor is relocated to the center of the acetate cross. 
The instrument allows the cursor to move (white cross 
with blue edges +) and in this way, it can be placed in 
the center of the first diffractive ring of the multifocal 
intraocular lens. By moving the cross, the instrument 
gives us the reading in millimeters and degrees of its 
new location relative to the starting point, this is, the 
visual axis (Figure 3). 

Figure 2.  The intraocular lens seems to be well centered 
with the visual axis.

Figure 2a. Apparently, the intraocular lens seems to be well cen-
tered with the visual axis. 
Figure 2b. Acetate grid.   

Figure 3.  The cursor has been relocated in the center.

Figure 3. The cursor (white cross with blue edges +) has been 
relocated in the center of the first diffractive ring of the Panoptix 
intraocular lens, which is 0.08 mm at 284° from the visual axis.  

Figure 3.  The cross of the blue circle has coincided with 
the white cross representing the center of the 
intraocular lens.

Figure 4.  The cross of the blue circle has coincided with the whi-
te cross representing the center of the intraocular lens, this is, the 
lens was slightly off center and nasal relative to the visual axis.  
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The image is captured and analyzed in a PowerPoint 
file. With the help of a reticulated circle (chosen to be 
light blue), the cross coincides with the center of the 
multifocal lens (Figure 4). 

Discussion 

This method can be useful to be able to have a ref-
erence of a real value of decentration of the lenses and 
thus have a surgical plan and try to center the lenses. 
We are also creating a technique to properly center the 

lenses, in addition to performing an analysis of the re-
sults regarding postoperative visual quality about the 
lens's decentration and thus see how this affects.

Conclusion  

This new method is an effective method to quantify 
decentration of the multifocal intraocular lenses with 
the visual axis in eyes following phacoemulsification.
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